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Abstract—This article presents design of steganographic
method, which uses video container as cover data. Video track
was recorded by webcam and was further encoded by
compression standard MJPEG. Proposed method also takes in
account effects of lossy compression. The embedding process is
realized by switching places of transform coefficients, which are
computed by Discrete Cosine Transform. The article contains
possibilities, used techniques, advantages and drawbacks of
chosen solution. The results are presented at the end of the
article.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In these days, when various data are transferred through
networks like Internet, the question of data security becomes
more and more important. There are two major ways for
getting certain level of security: cryptographic methods and
steganographic methods. Cryptographic methods are used for
changing data in a way that other users are not able to recover
original data without knowing secret password, called key. On
the other hand, steganographic methods use different pattern –
they use other data, called cover data, to hide secret data. Cover
data, which were modified by secret data, are called simply
stego data, or modified data [1]. In this article, we will propose
design of steganographic method, which uses video container
as cover data. More exactly, secret data will be hidden in video
frames, which were encoded by using compression standard
MJPEG (Motion JPEG). This standard is nowadays used for
compression of video from IP cameras, or webcams, which
was our case. This article also tries to describe some of
techniques, which could be used for getting higher level of
robustness against lossy compression.
II. TERMINOLOGY
A. Steganographic terms
To avoid confusion about meaning of used terms, we shall
briefly describe some of used terms, techniques and principles.
Embedding algorithm is algorithm, which creates stego data by
hiding (embedding) secret data in cover data. Extraction
algorithm is used for inverse operation, which is getting the
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secret data out of stego data. Steganographic algorithms tend to
use public channel, because they rely on fact that users, or
machines are not able to trace hidden data. The process of
tracing hidden data, by human user, or by machines is called
stegoanalysis. Any user, who is not either sending, or receiving
stego data, and tries to modify stego data, is marked as
attacker, and this action is considered to be an attack.
Robustness is feature of steganographic algorithms, which
denotes their resistance from attacks, for example from lossy
image compression [1]. Other feature is called capacity and it
contains information about size of data, which can be hidden in
chosen cover data. With higher capacity, the robustness is
smaller, and vice versa. Higher robustness is used in digital
watermarking systems. Pure steganographic systems desire
higher capacity for secret data. Proposed steganographic
method tries to achieve compromise between these two
properties.
An easiest kind of steganographic system is shown on
Fig. 1. Blocks marked by dashed line are optional.

Fig. 1. Example of steganographic system.

B. Digital video terms
Video file, which we watch is created by merging various
modalities, such as images, sound, or text used in subtitles.
These modalities have to be stored somehow – they use data
structure called video container. Frames of video are stored
together as a video track. Audio track is a set of audio samples.
One video container can have multiple video and audio tracks.
Possible structure of video container is shown on Fig. 2.
The rate at which are the image frames changing is called
frame rate. Unit of frame rate can be either Hertz (abbreviation
Hz), or frame per second (fps). Frames are described by their
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resolution and color depth. Resolution of video frame consists
of the frame width, and its height. These values are mostly
denoted in pixels. Color depth of video frame determines
number of used color shades. Shade of certain pixel in image is
determined by used color model and the value of intensity
function.

Fig. 2 Contains of video container

The contents of video, or audio tracks also depend on used
compression standard. Compression standards for video tracks
can be divided by the way which they use to process and
encode input data [2]. First group of compression standards use
image compression standards on each frame from video track.
Second group tries to encode some of frames by using
similarities with other frames. Video compression standard
MJPEG, which was chosen for our application uses
compression standard JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts
Group) for encoding each frame of video track.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In the design phase, we encountered several problems. We
tried to solve these problems by using some of ideas, or
techniques which are presented below.
A. Used video container and compression standard
We decided to choose AVI (Audio Video Interleave) video
container. Despite its age (it was introduced in 1992), this
container is still used. AVI video container is well documented
[3] and has various properties, which could be used for
steganography purposes. For example, AVI container can have
multiple metadata fields, which can contain secret data.
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to determine which are these blocks and do not use them while
it is embedding secret data into cover data.
B. Choice of suitable transform coefficient blocks
As we have mentioned above, some of video frame blocks
are not encoded due to their small energy. Because of this
property, these blocks could not be used for embedding secret
data. In proposed method, the suitability of each block is
determined by amplitude of DC transform coefficient. This
coefficient is used because Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
tends to accumulate biggest amount of energy into it [2, 4].
Information about chosen pixels needs to be provided also
for extraction of secret data. This is utilized by usage of “key”.
The term key is written in quotation marks, because it does not
have the same function as it has in cryptography. For our
method key is created by several fields, which are illustrated on
Fig. 3. First of these fields, “klucCb” is a marker for valid key.
Second field determines the size of stored secret data. This
field is important, because extraction algorithm needs to
determine, if secret data was extracted successfully. Third field
contains the file extension of secret data file. Last, fourth field
carries information about used transform coefficient blocks.

Fig. 3. Used key structure

C. Y’CbCr color space and chroma subsampling
Image processing applications use different color spaces for
processing color images [1, 5]. These color spaces consist of
several planes, which are used for recording the value of each
pixel’s intensity function. Because our proposed method uses
compression standard MJPEG, we decided to use the same
color space, which is used in MJPEG. It is color space Y’CbCr.
This color space consists of three planes: one luminance plane
Y’ and two chroma planes Cb and Cr. The luminance plane
carries information about brightness (intensity) of scene and
the chroma planes, known also as chrominance planes, describe
the color shade of every pixel in scene. Example of image and
its representation in Y’CbCr color space is shown in Fig. 4.

As we have mentioned above, we chose MJPEG as our
compression standard. MJPEG compresses and encodes each
video frame as still image by using JPEG. In other words,
MJPEG does not use inter frame encoding techniques, such as
prediction. This feature makes the capacity of cover data
higher, as some other compression standards use inter frame
encoding. When compression standard uses this type of
encoding, steganographic algorithm is not able to use all video
frames for secret data embedding. Thus in our solution, every
frame is used.
One of major drawbacks of MJPEG is that when block of
video frame has certain small amount of energy, it is encoded
as block of zeros. In this case steganographic algorithm needs
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Fig. 4. Image decomposed in Y’CbCr color space.
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Relations between color spaces RGB and Y’CbCr are
denoted as systems of equations (1) and (2) respectively.
𝑌′(𝑚) = 0.222 ∙ 𝑅(𝑚) + 0.7067 ∙ 𝐺(𝑚) + 0.0713 ∙ 𝐵(𝑚)
𝐶𝑏(𝑚) =

𝐵(𝑚)−𝑌′(𝑚)
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Changing positions of various transform coefficients can
cause distortion, so for our application we decided to switch
places of one pair of transform coefficients. Idea of DCT
SWAP algorithm and effects on modified image are shown on
Fig. 6.

1.8574

(1)
𝐶𝑟(𝑚) =

𝑅(𝑚)−𝑌 ′ (𝑚)
1.556

𝑅(𝑛) = 𝑌′(𝑛) + 1.556 ∙ 𝐶𝑟(𝑛)
𝐵(𝑛) = 𝑌′(𝑛) + 1.8574 ∙ 𝐶𝑏(𝑛)
𝐺(𝑛) =

(2)

𝑌′(𝑛)−0.0713∙𝐵(𝑛)−0.222∙𝑅(𝑛)
0.7067

where m, or n denote value of intensity functon in color space RGB, or
Y’CbCr, respectively.

Another operation, which is used by MJPEG (thus also
JPEG), is known as chroma subsampling. Reference [6]
provides information, that human visual system is less sensible
of chroma distortion, than luminance distortion. Because of this
fact, the chroma planes could be subsampled. The process of
subsampling can be characterized as degrading chroma
information by removing some of values from chroma plane.
Subsampling is not a reversible operation, thus after
subsampling a chroma plane we are not able to get the original
chroma values for reconstructed picture. There are various
techniques for subsampling and some of them are described by
a factor known as subsampling ratio [1]. Effects of various
subsampling ratios are illustrated in Fig. 5. MJPEG uses ratio
4:2:0 for chroma planes Cb and Cr.

Fig. 6. Idea behind and effects of DCT SWAP algorithm.

E. Embedding algorithm
Before the embedding process itself starts, some operations
are carried out. Firstly, secret data, which is going to be hidden,
is loaded as a file, thus as set of characters. Each character is
then transformed to binary code using ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange) table. Due to this
operation, embedding algorithm will perform only two
operations – first one if the value of current bit will be zero,
and other one if the value will be one.
Second operation is creation of a “key”. Contents of this
key and their applications are described above. Key is used in
the extraction algorithm for specification of secret data length.
In other words the key determines the frames, which are used
for data hiding.

Fig. 5. Demonstration of results of chroma subsampling with various ratios.

D. Choice of steganographic algorithm
For achieving certain level of robustness for our
steganographic method, we chose steganographic algorithm
DCT SWAP [6-8]. This algorithm changes – swaps position of
selected transform coefficients in determined manner, for
example value of transform coefficient with position (3; 3)
should be higher than value of coefficient with coordinates
(2; 2). Solutions like this one are known as blind
steganographic methods due to fact they do not need to use the
original cover data in the extraction algorithm [1, 6]. However,
our application uses original cover data for purposes of
maximizing the level of robustness against lossy compression.
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Embedding itself starts by loading cover data, which are in
our application video frames. Each frame is converted from
color space RGB to color space Y’CbCr. Chroma planes are
further subsampled by ratio 4:2:0. Each plane of color space
Y’CbCr is then divided into non-overlapping blocks of 8x8
pixels. Two dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (3) of
these blocks is carried out for acquiring energy decomposition
in transform domain. Blocks in transform domain are quantized
by dividing the values in blocks by values of quantization
matrix and rounding them to nearest integer. These operations
are similar to operations, which will happen, if image would
been encoded with usage of JPEG compression standard [9].
𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) =

2∙𝐶(𝑥)∙𝐶(𝑦)
√𝑀∙𝑁

𝜋𝑢(2𝑥+1)

𝑁−1
∑𝑀−1
𝑥=0 ∑𝑦=0 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =

2∙𝐶(𝑢)∙𝐶(𝑣)
√𝑀∙𝑁

𝜋𝑣(2𝑦+1)
2∙𝑁

2∙𝑀

]∙

]

(3)
𝜋𝑢(2𝑥+1)

𝑁−1
∑𝑀−1
𝑢=0 ∑𝑣=0 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

𝜋𝑣(2𝑦+1)
2∙𝑁

]

2∙𝑀

]∙
(4)
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1

𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 0
where 𝐶(𝑘) = {√2
,
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ≠ 0
F(u, v) is value of transform coefficient with position (u, v), MxN is
resolution of transformed block and f(x, y) is value of intensity function of pixel
with position (x, y).

Embedding of secret data itself is realized by switching
places of two quantized values in block of 8x8 subsampled
values of chroma plane Cb. We chose to change positions of
values with positions (2; 3) and (3; 1). Switching of quantized
values is made only if the values do not meet selected
condition. We used the condition that value with position (2; 3)
has to be higher than value with position (3; 1). For reaching
certain level of robustness, this condition must be fulfilled also
after lossy compression.
After these steps, inverse operations are performed.
Quantized values are dequantized by multiplying them with
values from quantization matrix. Two dimensional Inverse
Discrete Cosine Transform (4) is carried out and original video
frame is reconstructed from color space Y’CbCr. At this point
the stego data is saved to the hard disk.
F. Extraction algorithm
After user provides key and its information is loaded,
original cover data is being used for embedding two different
sequences with the same length as the secret data has. The first
one consists only of zeros and the second one of ones. After
embedding these sequences, the blocks of transform
coefficients of Cb plane are taken, and are matched with blocks
from stego data. The level of resemblance is calculated by
using Euclidean distance (5).
𝑑 = √(𝑎 − 𝑏)2

Fig. 7. Detail of visible artifacts as result of recorded scene change.

Second problem is caused by the form of secret data – it is
a file, thus it contains all forms of data fields. For example
metadata or headers. Data fields such as last mentioned are
very sensitive to changing their values. Because of this fact,
some extracted secret files could become corrupted. This
happens especially after lossy compression with smaller values
of quality factor.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We made several experiments to demonstrate effects and
properties of our proposed steganographic method. We have
used the same video container in all of experiments. Video
track was recorded by built-in webcam. Secret data file was in
form of BMP image. A lossy compression of stego data was
carried out, with various quality factors (Q = 100; 90; 80).
Resulting extracted images are shown on Fig. 8. We have also
computed parameters, which are used for determining extracted
secret data quality [10]. These are Mean Square Error (MSE)
and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). Equations used for
their calculation can be found in for example [1].

(5)

where a and b are values of compared transform coefficients.

Value of secret data bit is determined by the means of
smaller Euclidean distance. This operation is repeated until last
bit is reached. If last bit could not be reached, extraction
algorithm ends and gives user a warning about corrupted stego
data.
The extraction process may seem too complicated for a
blind steganographic algorithm as DCT SWAP, but the usage
of Euclidean distance and original cover data is made for
purposes of achieving better results against certain attacks –
mainly lossy compression.
IV. PROPERTIES OF PROPOSED METHOD
Used technologies and the way we designed our method
result in several properties of this method. Firstly, the blocks of
transform coefficients, which will contain secret data are
chosen before the cover data in form of video are recorded.
Changes of recorded scene either during the recording, or
before it could lead to the situation, when block of transform
coefficients is not suitable for secret data embedding anymore.
After the embedding, visible artifacts can be created. This
situation is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. Extracted images after lossy compression

Proposed method proved to be robust against lossy
compression to quality factor as low as Q = 75. If this value is
less, extraction of secret file is still successful, but some of data
fields tend to be damaged. If damaged field is particularly
important, the extracted secret file can become corrupted. This
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happened in our experiment with Q = 70, when the image data
was extracted without any error, but extracted image had
different resolution – contents of this data field were not
correct.
VI. CONCLUSION
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Secret data, which are being embedded are in form of various
files. We have used compression standard MJPEG, which
allowed certain level of capacity, which is important for
steganographic algorithms. We have discussed about properties
of such solution and provided some of experimental results.

In this article we have proposed a steganographic
algorithm, which uses cover data in form of video container.
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